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not able to straighten his arm or make a
fist. The therapy sessions seem to be
helping because he is getting a little
stronger.
Then, we had to make all the preparations
for Hurricane Isaias. The hurricane passed
almost directly over us. Thankfully, it was
only a category 1 storm. We lost power for
only a day and had minimal flooding in the
yard from the heavy rain. We are presently
trying to find a flight to get Audrey back to
Bible College. The lockdown has affected
airlines coming to Nassau and has made it
very difficult and expensive to find a flight.
Please know that we are praying for you
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AGAIN. So, we have had to transition back
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Ethan was able to be discharged the

As many of you know from our last
correspondence, Ethan was bitten badly by
one of our protection dogs. We took him
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following week, but not able to have
stitches for another two weeks. He is
currently in physical therapy as he is
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PRAYER REQUESTS:
• Pray for our church people who
have lost their jobs.
• Pray that the church stays
engaged during this season of
online ministry.
• Pray for Ethan’s full healing and
recovery.
• Pray for Audrey as she heads back
to Bible College.
• Pray for our continued protection.
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